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1 Introduction [Inngangur]

In this section of the report you explain the basic physical phenomenon, the principle(s), and the basic equations.

All notations or symbols used in the equations will be explained. Using one or two figures to make the explanations

clear is highly recommended. You also state briefly what you want to do or test in this lab/experiment. Do not

copy-paste from the written documentation created for you. Use your own understanding. Imagine you are an expert

working in a professional lab and you write a report for your clients or for your collaborators who are asking you

to do measurements on their samples or materials. So you explain to them the basics of the experiment and the

measurements. It is assumed that they already have some general knowledge, but they are not necessarily experts in

your field. The recommended size of this section is about one page including figures.

Mynd 1: Mynd sem lýsir kerfinu fyrir ofan holutopp.

Hér er gott að vitna í mynd 1 í texta og segja frá hvað myndin sýnir. T.d. á mynd 1 má sjá kerfið sem unnið er

með, það samanstendur af....og virkar á eftirfarandi hátt...
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Dæmi um hvernig jöfnur eru skrifaðar og svo númeraðar sjálfkrafa með addtag

r̈ =
d2r

dt2
= 0. (1)

Hér vitnar maður í jöfnu (1) og útskýrir hvern þátt.

1 + 1 = 2 (2)

2 Methods [Aðferð]

2.1 Equipment and setup (Uppsetning og tæki).

Here you explain the equipment you used and the experimental setup. Mention the instruments or the accessories

used. Do not list up all the tools, but only the most important. Pictures might be very helpful.

2.2 Procedure.

Describe the most important steps of the work. Do not go into too many details, like: “we opened the Capstone

software and clicked Start”, or “we turned on the power source”. Such information is irrelevant for your clients or

collaborators. Again, do not copy-paste from the description of the teacher. Explain your work such that the readers

will understand what you did and will trust you. In general half a page should be sufficient here, but you can write

more, depending on the complexity. You can include more technical details like limitations of the equipment, or

improvements that you made, or other methodological aspects.

Tafla 1: Gildi í borholutoppi

Vermi 1039.3 kJ/kg

Hitastig 216.29 ◦C

Þrýstingur 2.16 MPa

Gufuhlutfall 0.0602 = 6.02%

Eðlismassi 149.85 kg/m3

Á mynd 2 sést hvernig gufuhlutfallið byrjar að aukast þegar streymið er komið rúma 1500 m frá borholubotni.

3 Results and discussion [Niðurstöður og umræða]

Describe the data collection briefly and put the data tables and figures in context. In experiments when an electric

circuit is studied the circuit and the meters used should be shown in the report.

Data tables. Show the data tables. All tables should be numbered (like Table n), have a title and include a brief

description. This description should be on top of the table. Of course, if you have thousands of numbers do not

show all, but only the most important. Always mention the physical units used.
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Mynd 2: Hlutfall gufu af massa heildar sem fall af fjarlægð frá botni

Graphs. Often the graphs are the most important information of the work. Whether you do a graph with the

computer or by hand, do it with great care. A graph contains a lot of information in a few cm2. Graphs should be

numbered (like Graph n), have a title and include a brief description. This description should be below the graph

itself. Label the axes the quantities shown and the units. Some software (like Excel) do not have convenient default

options for graphs: gridlines may be shown in one direction only, the displayed intervals might be much larger than

the relevant intervals, etc. Find the convenient settings, do not accept the default if it is not good enough. Use

the whole graph area to show your data. Often you have to create either a straight line or another curve through

the data points,. If you cannot do it with the computer, just print the graph and do it by hand. Make sure that

individual data points stand out clearly, they are your measurements.

Calculations. Show your calculations. Show clearly the units you used for all physical quantities. Here you show

the error/uncertainty analysis. Pay attention to the significant digits of the final results: as a rule the uncertainty

will be shown with only one significant digit and the main result with the last significant digit corresponding to the

uncertainty. Examples: 2.41±0.03 or 6.5±0.2 and not 2.412367±0.02698 nor 6.4±0.16.

Discussion. Discuss briefly your results, how well they fit some model, theory or other data.

4 Summary [Samantekt og niðurstöður]

It is very important to have a clear, short, and informative summary of all the important results. It can be a short

table or a list, and possibly one or two short comments or explanations. You have to understand that your clients or

collaborators may not have time to read the whole report as soon as they see it, but they need the results or the

conclusions immediately. This is a typical situation in real life. Some readers will look only at the last section first,

and only later to the whole report. That’s why in this final section you answer the initial question(s) or respond to

what you wanted to do, as stated in the Introduction.
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Mynd 3: Vinna úr hreyfli sem fall af inntaksþrýstingi

Final recommendations: The length of the report is not fixed. In general it should be between 4 and 6 pages, but

it may vary depending on the number of graphs and tables included. Language can be English or Icelandic, at your

choice.

This description is an addition and clarification to “Skýrslur og ritgerðir” as published by the School of Science

and Engineering, and is specific to physics lab reports.
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